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Emma Levey’s 
‘Flying Fox’ 
joined a menagerie of 
creative creatures 
inhabiting Llancarfan’s 
Summer Show - world 
famous round here!  
See within for our 
seasonal round up. 
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EDITORIAL 
My friend & colleague Rhodi Grey (writes Ian Fell) has sadly chosen to move 

on from editorial involvement in the Llancarfan Society Newsletter.  While we 

very much hope he will still offer his enlightened articles for future issues, we 

must for now thank him for the qualities he brought to date.  Thanks, Rhodi. 

 

Which state of affairs leaves present readers to suffer my personal 

shortcomings.  You will see an example of these in the present thinnish 

reporting of What!s Occurin!.  Do please now continue to send direct to me 

lively accounts of events past & future.  Otherwise, my obscure enthusiasms 

are in danger of dominating this amiable record of our small histories! 

 

I might also have to apologise at times – as now, for ignoring in our last news-

sheet the valiant endeavours of Matthew Williams for the Cerys Potter 

Foundation.  You will find Matthew!s delayed report on page 5.  (You can also 

spot Julie taming the chocolate fountain in our Village Show!s centre spread.)  

 

Finally, amid the present world turmoil, I have a note from Jean Hunt.   

Her late sister Anne married a Norwegian, and Jean!s nieces & four children 

are naturally very dear to her.  Jean!s niece Liv heard the Oslo explosion, and 

Liv!s youngest child Kaya went to summer camp on the island of Utoya only 

two weeks earlier.  As Jean says, the words “We are all Norwegians now” left 

us all moved by the pain, fear & anguish of so many families.  Not to be 

pious, but to paraphrase Jean, as in Llancarfan itself, we are all a family.
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A PERNOD WITH THE PRESIDENT 

Penny Fell joins our new leader in the foothills of the Pyrenees 

 
Back in the 1940s, in austerity Wales – well before the advent of the school 

bus - a group of Llancarfan youngsters made the daily trip home from Barry 

County Grammar school, sharing a taxi. When there wasn!t enough room, the 

littlest girl would sit on the knee of the oldest boy ("Ooh, he did protest!!), who 

happened to be the school!s star pupil.  When he was in a good mood, the 

boy helped the little girl with her homework, astonishing the Latin teacher with 

her impressive grasp of vocabulary and syntax.  

 

The little girl was Barbara Jenkins (Milheusen) – whom we now 

welcome as the new Llancarfan Society President. The boy grew up to be Sir 

Keith Thomas, distinguished historian, honorary Fellow of Balliol, Corpus 

Christi & St John!s Colleges, Oxford, and of Cardiff University – the Society!s 

first ever President.  So, over 60 years later, their histories are linked again … 

 

Barbara was one of the original gang who met at the Fox & Hounds in 1987 

to form a Llancarfan Society, but she never foresaw a day when she!d make 

presidential material.  "I never said a word in those days, I was as quiet as a 

mouse – oh no, I just took the minutes at the meetings.!  

 

However, it doesn!t go unnoticed that she is the only member never to have 

missed a Llancarfan Society dinner, even though she travels over 600 miles 

to be here, from her home in France. She doesn!t miss a May Day walk if she 

can help it, either: and (in addition to official duties) was in attendance for this 

year!s Village Show, heaving tables & clearing up long after most had drifted 

home. Never underestimate the power of a quiet woman. 

 

This summer, we turned the tables and visited Barbara in her home in 

the shadow of the French Pyrenees, joining her on the lawn for a particularly 

nostalgic coffee and home-baked Welsh cakes.  Just searching for the house 

was reminiscent of being back home – nothing as pernickety as an address. 

In fact Barbara didn!t issue us with one, just directions, which are much more 

useful in the middle of the countryside, as any delivery van driver lost in 

Llancarfan will tell you.  As we plunged down the hill at the appointed hour, 

we could see a small determined figure by the roadside, waving, ready to 

direct us to her welcoming home, shared with the shaggiest of dogs, a couple 

of hens, and an impossibly preening cockerel.  
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Barbara says she knew the moment she drove into the nearby village of 

Senesse de Senabugue that she could settle happily.   "Coming down the hill, 

seeing the woods and fields, and the cluster of houses in the valley and the 

church, I thought, oh this is just like Llancarfan.!   

 

And the locals took to her because they 

recognised that she was a countrywoman. 

Indeed, when Barbara and her husband first 

moved, the area was rustic and poor.  (The 

choice of house was left up to her, and she 

made the decision on impulse.  When her 

husband clapped his eyes on it, he said “Oh 

Barbara, what have you done? You!ve bought 

a bloody ruin!”). As it happens the area has 

regenerated, incomers and others reviving the lively community spirit.  

In this respect, too, it reminds Barbara of her childhood patch.  

 

During a long, leisurely lunch under a leafy awning in the nearby market 

town of Mirepoix (think Cowbridge, but add an enchanting medieval square 

and more alcohol), she recalled her childhood. She lived with her mother, who 

ran Llancarfan post office, and her younger brother Clive (he has a holiday 

home next door from which, with his wife Brenda, he joined us for the day).  

 

Barbara has already recounted for a previous Newsletter the story of her 

mother giving their supper to a gypsy because "her need is greater than ours!. 

She now also recalls a Llancarfan community heavily dependent on 

agriculture and manual work ("There were three men in the village just 

employed to mend the roads! – oh, halcyon days!)  

 

"There was a tramp too, called Tom Shanks - and 

when it was bitter cold, he came to sleep in the coal 

shed overnight.  Nobody had an inside loo, no, not 

even the Great House, not one in the village!  We 

used to go up to get our water from the well, up by 

Ty Uchaf. And, oh, do they still argue about having 

street-lights? We didn!t need street-lights, the glow-

worms lit our way…! It is at this point that an 

audible snort from Clive prompts her to concede 

she might be turning a bit fanciful and Celtic!  

 

Between them, she and Clive recalled the entertainments the village made for 

itself: the Whist drives, the Beetle drives, the cookery classes, and the 
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dances in the 40s and 50s.  Barbara played the church organ and sang in the 

choir as a child – "Ooh, do the children still tie the church gates shut after 

weddings, and make the best man pay to open them again?! 

  

Now, we ask, when she returns to Wales, what is the biggest change in 

Llancarfan? "Well, there are more houses, of course. But the thing that struck 

me when I went to the school assembly – which was lovely – is that I looked 

around searching for myself as a child, in all the faces. And I couldn!t find 

myself. They were all so beautifully dressed, and there was just – no sign of 

the poverty that we knew. No poverty at all.! 

 

The comparative prosperity that we all now enjoy allows Barbara to live in the 

Ariege and to travel to & fro, enjoying and enriching the village of her youth. 

When she comes, she brings a wealth of spirit that grew from that poor but 

happy childhood of the "30s and 40s.  And when she returns to France, a little 

bit of Wales goes with her. 

 

SHAKESPEARE MARATHON & CERYS POTTER FOUNDATION   

 

On the 8th of May, writes Matthew Williams, I completed the Shakespeare 

Marathon in Stratford to raise money for the Cerys Potter Foundation. In fact, 

the event took me some time to complete - while I was running my wife 

Claire, and daughters Evie and Libby, had time to go shopping, take an open 

top bus ride, visit Shakespeare!s house, have lunch, and still had to wait over 

an hour at the finish!   This is my thanks for their support and patience. 

 

The purpose of the foundation is to 

assist local children who are not 

fortunate enough to have the financial 

support to develop a talent or interest 

in the performing arts. This help could, 

for instance, take the form of paying 

for piano or other lessons, or offer 

assistance with equipment for local groups.  As we all know, Cerys loved the 

performing arts, so it is fitting that her foundation will provide much happiness 

by giving other children the chance to develop their talents and interests. 

 

I am grateful to everyone in the village (and beyond) who gave so generously. 

Between us all we raised over a £1000.  Finally too I would particularly 

like to thank Julie, James, Kate, Claire and families for my welcome when I 

got back.   All donations should be payable to the Cerys Potter Foundation.
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REJOICINGS @ FONMON CASTLE  

The Wedding of Miss Becky Levey 
 

On the 8th of August 2011, Miss Rebecca 

Anne Levey of the Little Mill, Llancarfan, 

was joined in matrimony at Fonmon Castle 

with Mr Gregory William Mepham, to the 

delight of at least a hundred citizens of 

Llancarfan, Rhoose, Scotland, & France.  

Not to mention Maggie & Graham. 

 

Present readers may ask what 

significance this village wedding will have 

for antiquarians of 50 years hence, 

stumbling upon this report of Becky and 

Greg!s wonderful day of union.   A brusque 

rebuttal might be "Because Becky got 

married, silly!!  But in the interests of 

historical comparison, we attach (right) an 

account of another Fonmon marital 

celebration.  It stole a march on Becky!s 

by a mere hundred and eleven years 

(minus two days if we!re feeling pedantic). 

 

 As you will see from the Western Mail 

account of August 9th, 1900, this 

documents the return home - with his new 

bride - of the hereditary owner of Fonmon 

itself.  Oliver Jones, J.P., had married 

Miss Frances Lyall on July 17th, 1900, in 

London!s fashionable Eaton-square.  This 

homecoming from honeymoon was the 

Vale!s first chance to see the squire!s new 

bride – "a lady practically philanthropic and 

in sympathy with the poor!.  

 

Readers with a magnifying glass may 

make their own comparisons between the 

Fonmon events of August 1900 and of 

August 2011.   Back in the present, Becky 

and Greg!s wedding certainly proved a 
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remarkable village celebration.  Fonmon burgeoned with flowers, both cottage 

and exotic, and the weather ran the full gamut of conditions in the space of 12 

hours.  (This explains why the album photographs will begin in the sunny 

gardens, but are then shower-chased onto the dramatic staircase of 

Fonmon!s elegant entrance hall.) 

 

But before the photographic evidence, there was the ceremony itself, held in 

the leather-bound library (see over).  Becky entered to a live harp rendition of 

The Wedding March, the bride sculptured and stunning in richly-flowing white, 

radiating a smile that could power the National Grid.  The ceremony then took 

place against the luminous windows overlooking Fonmon!s leafy chasm. 

 

Elegance triumphed, notably among several fine ladies, village guests, who 

knew that the correct way to mark a wedding was to wear a large Unidentified 

Flying Object on their distinguished heads.  These hats were later to be seen 

vertically stacked, like a leaning tower, in one of the castle!s finer fireplaces. 

 

Graham & Maggie Levey!s benevolence flowed everywhere, not least into the 

delectable wedding feast.  The family!s French guests too, long-time friends, 

brought not only their amiable company, but also the wine, a fine gesture of 

entente cordiale, which grew ever more cordiale as the evening progressed.   

 

The after-dinner speakers (proud father, lucky groom, scandalous best man) 

all rose to deliver "speeches of a highly felicitous character!.  Notable among 

speakers was Mr. Samuel Smith, movingly evoking the transfiguration of 

Becky from the cupped handful of a baby twin into today!s blooming bride.  

The bride!s own welcoming speech confirmed this transformation.  In short, 

the ceremony and festivities proved a splendid and tearful and heartfelt 

community endorsement of the marriage of a much-loved Llancarfan maid. 

 

Now you may have noticed that in 1900, Mr. & Mrs Jones ended their festive 

proceedings with "an effective display of fireworks!.  For their 2011 version, 

Mr. & Mrs. Mephan & guests danced into the small hours to a disco light-

show, throwing a confetti of colours onto Fonmon!s Old-Masterful walls.  

  

The 1900 carriage "driving off, was accompanied by a large procession of the 

delighted country folk . . . the carriage drawn by willing hands to the castle.!   

 

The 2011 equivalent was not quite so servile – despite the true delight among 

us eager yokels.  But certainly, as the past-midnight people-carrier sped the 

newlyweds into the darkness, a leggy young guest did indeed chase them 

into their future with a "gratifying demonstration of enthusiasm!. 
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LLANCARFAN VILLAGE SHOW – 2011 
  

You!ve seen (above) some of the pictures!  Here the (doubtless 

tired) but tireless leader of the team, Ann Ferris, evokes the 

atmosphere of this year!s community show: 

Once again it!s showtime.  Our triple venues - the hall, church and 

marquees - are ready, and on Friday our writers are busy compiling cards for 

the late entries.   At the end of an hour & a half they have completed nearly a 

hundred cards, and the displayed exhibits suggest what tomorrow will bring. 

 Saturday dawns – not the bright sun we had hoped for, but a drizzle.  At least 

it!s not pouring with rain.   The doors to the hall open at 9.00am for the final 

influx of exhibits, and by 10.15am the tables look adequately full.  True, some 

classes are overflowing, others are a little bare, but given the weather that!s 

the nature of things. 

  

Our Judges arrive to begin the judging of our entries with great deliberation.   

Not until one o!clock have they all finished and can sit down to enjoy their 

lunch.  Our grateful thanks is due to them all for giving their time so freely. 

  

The doors open to the public at 1.45 p.m.  People drift in to see their own and 

other exhibits, and quietly check if they!ve won!   And there!s a new venue to 

visit - the church.  Here, all the flower arrangements bring delight to the 

Raglan chapel.  Visitors too can admire (and hear about) the newly-revealed 

wall paintings, before searching out their afternoon tea, or exploring the 

various stalls which have arrived to sell their wares. 

  

With the presentation, by our Councillor Jeff James, of the Cups, Medals, and 

the new Michael Angelo award - donated by Jean Hunt for the best exhibit in 

the Junior Painting competitions - then the drawing of the raffle – the day 

slowly comes to an end. 

  

After another very successful show, our grateful thanks must go to all our 

sponsors, advertisers, show stewards, and last but not least to those who set 

up and dismantled the tables and boards.    

  

And we want to ask you - please - is there any class you would like 

to see in next year!s show, one which wasn!t in this one?   Your 

comments and suggestions would be gratefully appreciated. 
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JEFFREY RAUM  1925-2011 
We record with sadness that Walterston!s Jeffrey Raum died suddenly at the 

Heath Hospital on July 8th, aged 86.  Born in Twickenham, Alaric Louis 

Jeffrey Raum was named after his French grandmother & German 

grandfather, but settled for Jeffrey.  He was commissioned into the RAF, 

1943 - 1947, served in the UK & India, then graduated as a Chemist in 1951.   

 

Jeffrey married Joan in 1952, whilst employed by BP in Epsom.  The couple 

moved to Wales when Jeffrey became a Technical Manager with Midland 

Silicones in 1968.  When this became Dow Corning Ltd., Jeffrey served both 

in Michigan, USA and Brussels, Belgium, before returning to Barry in 1978.  

 

On retiring in 1987, Jeffrey pursued his passion for the environment, as chair 

of both the Glamorgan Wildlife and Glamorgan Naturalist Trusts.  He served 

on the Chemical Industry Water Environmental Group, also the Committee of 

Friends of Duffryn Gardens.  Our deep condolences to Joan, who continues 

the family commitment to the Campaign for the Preservation of Rural Wales. 

 

TUESDAY CLUB 
20 July  The Hereford outing, where free-roaming members saw the  

  Mappa Mundi, and the cathedral!s fascinating Chained Library.  

20 Sept 6 o!clock guided visit to Llantrithyd church, then eat out. 

 

LLANCARFAN SOCIETY 
24 Sept Mystery trip solved – thanks to our cunning Secretary Gwyneth  

  Plows, we wound our way to the Caeffatri Inn near Bridgend –  

  this is the date for the Annual Dinner at the Fox & Hounds. 
 

NEW BLOOD 
Without wishing to sound like the Llancarfan vampires, we welcome the new 

blood – doubtless with more omissions – of Martyn & Haley Hughes to 

Brookside, their 10-year-old daughter Eve, and with twins anticipated in the 

next four weeks.  Then at Bluestones – no surname yet known - have 

appeared Paul, Kate, Helen & Sam - a welcome addition to our little village. 

 

WHAT!S OCCURIN!?  OR MAYBE EVEN OCCUR!D! 
!

NEXT EVENTS COPY DEADLINE PLEASE 25 NOVEMBER  
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PEGGY VICAR!S DAUGHTER!S NIPPER 

 

Some folk will do anything to conceal the fact 

that they have another birthday coming on.  Not 

of course that this applies to our priest-in-charge, 

Archdeacon Peggy, who faced the parish 

celebrations of her (alleged) 60th birthday with 

clear signs of enjoying it. 

 

However, cunningly or not, there were clearly 

plans to upstage the event.  This bundle of joy is 

Noah David Anthony Tomblin, born 14 August to 

Peggy!s daughter Alison.  Noah clocked into 

earth!s ark at 8 pounds 14 ounces within a 

fortnight of granny vicar!s birthday. 

 

In fact the parish celebrated Peggy!s birthday 

slightly early, on July 28th.  St Mary's, St Cadoc!s and St Illtyd's partied 

together in riotous assembly at the Six Bells, Penmark.  Peggy declared 

herself duly delighted, to the relief of organisers June Studley & Sue Taylor, 

clocking up further Brownie points for their talents and determination. 
 

OPEN ROADS FOR LANDLOCKED VILLAGES 

 

This pretty picture is from a greenlinks 

brochure, one of several initiatives 

publicised on 19 August in a garden party 

behind the Old Hall in Cowbridge.  

Greenlinks, you may know, is a 

community transport scheme "staffed! by 

professional volunteer drivers.  The thing 

is, us rural folk can book either the bus or 

a people carrier, and travel for a maximum 

of £2 return.  The scheme costs £5 to join 

– more details from 0800 294 1113. 

 

Creative Rural Industries has in fact 

several funding initiatives, and has already supported our village hall.  The 

church & its wall-paintings also feature on their tourism website: 

www.exploreandmore.co.uk.  Find more details of several funding sources & 

"rural regeneration! schemes via www.creativeruralcommunities.co.uk. 
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CRICKET WHITES & GRAHAM MORGAN!S BRACES 
  

In lending this picture, Bob drew our 

attention to the St. Athan Local History 

Group!s Facebook presence.  If our 

readers are not over-faced by the 

Facebook, many photographs (like this 

one outside the Three Horse Shoes) 

can be discovered at  

http://www.facebook.com/pages/St-

Athan-Local-History-

Group/203615389655325 

 Bob Willmot of St. Athan kindly writes: 
"I thought you might be interested in Roy Gregory!s photo - which belonged 

to my father Leslie - of the Llancarfan cricket team round about 1937.! 

The names on the back of the photograph read: 

Back Row 

 !  Gordon Gregory    !  Leslie Willmot    !  Graham Morgan  

 !  David Harris          !  Roy Booker 

Front Row 

 !  George Gregory    !  Clem Davies      !  Frank Booker (captain)  

 !  Phil Morgan           !  L.Thomas 
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WAKE UP - & SMELL THE SLURRY! 

 
No, forgive us.  This is the headline we do hope we!ll never have to use in 

earnest.  However, you will know that the Vale planners have given the go-

ahead for the 14-metre-high Biogas complex on the slope of the hill above 

Llancarfan.  So we surely hope they!ve got it right.  This Vale Bio-Energy 

project got off on the wrong foot by not taking the village along with it early 

enough in conception and development.  Many still feel it is the right thing in 

the wrong place.  So, not surprisingly, our anxieties will take time to quell. 

 

For the record, a body of villagers continued to represent their concerns to the 

Planning Committee right up to the finishing line.  A decision on planning 

approval had been postponed in June, subject to a site visit to the location of 

the new buildings, up alongside the slurry lagoon which (we joked) is of almost 

Olympic Swimming dimensions.  Use the right of way past it to confirm this. 

 

Come the 28th of July, the planning officers had raised no objections to the 

scheme – although they did recommend several conditions to control & 

monitor the development.   As Kristian James, a Vale Environmental Health 

officer, commented, "We don!t want to replace one problem with another.!  

 

The conditions include limiting the source of the future slurry which, mixed with 

maize plants, will create methane to generate electricity.  This restriction 

should preclude the processing of "imported! slurry from farmers with a 

neighbouring disposal problem.  Limiting conditions also addressed noise 

monitoring, light pollution, protection of the right of way, and proper 

management of the road access from the "rat run! of our top road.  Importantly, 

it is determined that a "surface water regulation scheme! must be researched, 

planned and implemented.  And the buildings are to be planted around with 

trees, an attempt to limit what must inevitably prove a significant visual 

intrusion on our "Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest!. 

 

As your anxious representatives, we remained aware that (please prove 

us wrong) this appeared to be the first such installation on the brow of a hill 

above a residential village.  We can only hope that worst-case scenarios – 

which could possibly include water pollution, slurry run off, gas explosion, 

methane sinking into the valley with consequent illness – are alarmist and 

without basis.  Time will tell – and the horse will have bolted. 

 

At the time of the site visit, and the subsequent approval, our Councillor Jeff 

James was ironically "silenced! by being himself chair of the Planning 

Committee.  Our other representative, Councillor Gordon Kemp, who spoke for 
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us initially, was otherwise engaged on the day of the site visit.  So Mike Crosta 

& I (Ian Fell) constituted a rather unimpressive riotous assembly when we 

turned up to monitor the planning councillors! visit.  A short formal meeting, 

decently run by Councillor Jeff, drew few questions from the other councillors.  

He did ask "Have you looked into the topography?! - but Vale officers 

expressed no opposition.  Only when Jeff closed the formal meeting, were 

Mike & I able to reiterate informally some of the village anxieties.  But to be 

honest, we were left with the sense of a decision all over bar the shouting.   

 

We can only hope now that those implementing the scheme, led by the 

respected young project director Chris Hanks, are empowered to work better 

than in past experience with the village beneath their feet. Chris took the 

trouble to write after the decision, and these are his edited comments: 

 
 "As you may well know, we have been successful in obtaining a positive outcome for 

our Anaerobic Digestion plant application on the 28th July 2011.  The siting on top of the hill 

behind Llancarfan is necessary as the lagoon is already established there; this is a 

necessary tank for liquid digestate storage. The 3-phase line required to export the 

electricity produced by the plant is adjacent to the site here. And from a bio-security aspect 

it was advised that the plant be kept separate from main farm holding.! 

  

 "As far as pioneering technology, the theory of Anaerobic Digestion is reasonably old 

hat but only really being viewed as a viable option nowadays due to the ever increasing 

energy prices and the Government FIT's, recently introduced to promote the uptake of AD 

(Anaerobic Digestion), Solar, Hydro, Wind, Geo-Thermal, Heat Recovery, etc. There is a 

dairy farm in Carmarthen which has successfully been producing its own biogas for nearly 

35 years now. In Germany, the technology has had such strong central backing from 

Government and the public that there are over 4000 plants currently running. I feel that if we 

could adopt such wide scale uptake of this technology then we could be make a huge 

impact on the move away from non-renewable sources for basic energy.! 

  

 "It was necessary to state that the digester will be 14 metres high as we have not yet 

drilled any bore holes to establish what the frost levels, water table, soil depths, bedrock 

levels, and many other measurements to be taken. Once we have drilled these we will know 

to what extent the digester can be buried, to a maximum of 5 metres. Not only will this help 

to preserve the natural splendour of the surroundings but significantly reduce the 

requirement for so much insulation on the tank, which is extremely expensive and time 

consuming to install. We would use a specifically designed watertight membrane to protect 

the concrete tank from ground frost and vice versa.! 

  

 "As for many of the conditions, we will be under the jurisdiction of the Environment 

Agency. This means that we must show to be using 'best practice' at all times to gain a 

regularly audited operating permit.  I will endeavour to keep in touch to make sure that you 

are well aware of what your neighbours are doing!!             

 

ENDS 
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PLEASE 

WATCH THE 

NOTICE 

BOARDS FOR 

MORE 

DETAILS & 

TIMING OF 

EVENTS. 

EVERYONE 

WELCOME! 


